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Release date: 2023-06-13 
 
Harmoney Released Features   

 
 Feature 26029/ECS-9556 - Invoice details - Show picking locations (Add on) 

• It is possible to show all the connected stock locations for the actual SKU in the invoice line. This 

information is shown in a new column with a button in the invoice display. While pressing the button, 

you are able to see all connected picking stock locations and also the actual stock balance for the SKU 

in the specific location. 

 
 Feature 26174/ECS-9528 - Direct debit via Adyen to control display 

• It is now possible to send all orders from internet, with the payment method SEPA - direct debit 
(Adyen) to the control display in Harmoney. 

 

 Feature 27124/ECS-8247 - Problems with delivery costs and delivery method on item level 

• Solved problem when copying items to more sales channels. Now delivery method and delivery 
method service also will be copied. 

 

 Feature 27132/ECS-10867 - Discount regardless of item selection 

• It has happened that item/customer selection was lost when calculating discounts. 

We have now added a check that these selections are included in the calculation. If they have 

disappeared for some reason, you will get an error report "PXXDERAB-117" and then the correct 

values will be read in the next transaction. 

However, this has only happened a few times, but has had an unwanted effect, i.e. the customers 

have received too many discounts. 

 

       Feature 26159/ECS-9237 - Change of TA to Ingrid 

• We have added new Order text types and the logic regarding these and the integration with 

external WMS and the Invoice in Harmoney and the parcel search. 

This is customer specifically. 
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Minor adjustments   
 
ECS 11430 - Bugfix - Complete cancel in third party WMS-solution 

• EC has made a correction in the solution so that the reserved quantities now will be released as 

intended. 

 

ECS 10787 - Bugfix - Double replenishments 

• EC has made an adjustment for not generating double replenishments for SKU's which are connected 
to fixed picking locations.  

 
ECS 10896 - VOEC Duty free for Norway 

• New sales channel is adapted to send accounting files to Visma.  
This is a company specific solution customized in Harmoney. 

 
        ECS-11412 - Added logic for awardsBonus to Voyado 

• Added logic regarding article types that shall set awardsBonus True to Voyado. 
This is a company specific solution customized in Harmoney. 

 
 
 
 

Harmoney Desktop Client 
 

• Reload of Harmoney for a new version is required.  


